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      Aviva completes acquisition of AIG’s UK protection business
 Aviva plc announces, that following receipt of all necessary approvals, it has completed the acquisition of AIG Life Limited.
   Read more  about Aviva completes acquisition of AIG’s UK protection business   
  Aviva plc 2023 full year results announcement
 Operating profit up 9%, with continued growth momentum across the Group
   Read more  about Aviva plc 2023 full year results announcement   
  Aviva to enter Lloyd’s market via acquisition of Probitas
 Entry into Lloyd’s market via acquisition of a high quality, fully-integrated platform.
   Read more  about Aviva to enter Lloyd’s market via acquisition of Probitas   
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   Our 2023 full year results announcement
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   Read the story  about Manchester’s iconic new cultural venue to be named Aviva Studios 
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   Financial news
 Aviva completes acquisition of AIG’s UK protection business
 9 Apr 2024
  Aviva plc announces, that following receipt of all necessary approvals, it has completed the acquisition of AIG Life Limited.
 
 
  Read more
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   Wealth & Retirement news
  Rock Rail, UK Infrastructure Bank and Aviva launch £100m funding for bus leasing platform ‘Rock Road’
 8 Apr 2024
  Partnership to support the UK’s transition to a zero emission bus network.
 
 
  Read more
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   Health & Protection news
 Aviva joins forces with Joe Wicks to help improve the nation’s health
 2 Apr 2024
  Aviva's new initiative is designed to encourage everybody to kick-start new healthy habits by taking just 10 minutes a day to focus on their wellbeing.
 
 
  Read more
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   Wealth & Retirement news
 Aviva launches ‘industry first’ flexible pension scheme with Bolt
 25 Mar 2024
  Aviva has today announced the launch of an innovative new pension scheme for Bolt registered private hire vehicle (PHV) drivers.
 
 
  Read more
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   Motor, home & travel news
 Drivers urged to check for post-winter damage as research reveals 38 million could travel this Easter 
 25 Mar 2024
  With 38 million Brits potentially set to travel this Easter, Aviva is urging motorists to check their vehicles for signs of post-winter damage.
 
 
  Read more
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   Health & Protection news
 £1.18bn paid out on more than 50,600 Aviva individual protection claims in 2023
 21 Mar 2024
  Aviva paid out a record £1.18bn last year to help individual protection customers and their families in their time of need.
 
 
  Read more
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   Financial news
 Aviva completes exit of Singlife joint venture
 18 Mar 2024
  Aviva announces that it has completed the disposal of its shareholding in Singapore Life Holdings Pte Ltd (“Singlife”).
 
 
  Read more
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   Motor, home & travel news
 What a cat-astrophe! Aviva reveals five years of pet-related home insurance claims
 18 Mar 2024
  Aviva is warning pet owners to make sure they have the right home cover for their needs.
 
 
  Read more
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   Wealth & Retirement news
 Breaking down barriers to the gender investment gap
 11 Mar 2024
  As part of Aviva’s commitment to promoting financial inclusion its most recent research sheds light on women and investing.
 
 
  Read more
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   Motor, home & travel news
 Aviva and Darwin expand autonomous vehicle insurance project
 11 Mar 2024
  After two years of operation, Aviva and Darwin have teamed up with the University of Salford to add a second self-driving shuttle.
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   Financial news
 Aviva plc 2023 full year results announcement
 7 Mar 2024
  Operating profit up 9%, with continued growth momentum across the Group
 
 
  Read more
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   Financial news
 Aviva to enter Lloyd’s market via acquisition of Probitas
 4 Mar 2024
  Entry into Lloyd’s market via acquisition of a high quality, fully-integrated platform.
 
 
  Read more
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   Sustainability news
 Aviva and Howden partner to insure innovative solar subscription service start-up
 29 Feb 2024
  Aviva and Howden have teamed up to provide bespoke insurance to an innovative start-up, offering homeowners solar panels on a subscription service.
 
 
  Read more
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   Motor, home & travel news
 Aviva urges motorists to check for post-winter damage
 28 Feb 2024
  Wind, snow, sleet, rain and ice accounted for thousands of motor claims over the last few years.
 
 
  Read more
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   Wealth & Retirement news
 Aviva urges customers to protect themselves after rise in claims for jewellery theft
 13 Feb 2024
  Not protecting their treasured items properly could lead to heartache.
 
 
  Read more
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   Aviva Canada media centre
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   Aviva Ireland media centre
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   Who’s behind our multi-million-pound deals?
 15 Feb 2024
  Emma, from our bulk purchase annuity (BPA) team, sheds light on the human side of the deals she works on. 
 
 
  Read more
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   Finding a way forward through difficult times 
 10 Jan 2024
  Citizens Advice believes that no-one should face problems without good quality advice. Hear how Aviva is helping them provide it. 
 
 
  Read more
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   Retirement: the longest holiday you’ll ever plan
 22 Nov 2023
  In this episode of the Aviva Podcast, Steve and Tom unpack workplace pensions.
 
 
  Read more
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   With big investment comes big responsibility
 27 Oct 2023
  How Bulk Purchase Annuities are helping to fund the green energy revolution.
 
 
  Read more
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   From ashes to algorithms: how partnerships shape the future
 9 Aug 2023
  Aviva's deep experience meets Lemonade's AI innovation. It's all about bringing together the best of both worlds.
 
 
  Read more
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   Bringing rainforests back to the UK
 22 Jun 2023
  Somewhere between the White Cliffs of Dover and the Giant’s Causeway, some of the UK’s most beautiful natural wonders are growing. But they’re also shrinking.
 
 
  Read more
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   What happens to forgotten assets?
 5 Jun 2023
  Aviva is the first company from the Insurance and Pensions sector to join the expanded Dormant Assets Scheme.
 
 
  Read more
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   From zero to Aviva Zero: an innovation story
 22 Feb 2023
  Take a moment to think of an innovative company. What’s the first one that comes to mind?
 
 
  Read more
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   The Billion Dollar Man
 3 Jan 2023
  Matt Gordon can personally approve cover close to $1 billion. But how do we weigh up the risks when we insure something new?
 
 
  Read more
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   Aviva Pride: amazing, supportive and hopeful
 27 Jun 2022
  David, Jenny and Jason share their stories of what Aviva's Pride community is all about, why it’s so important, and what it means to them.
 
 
  Read more
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   Our Freya: “How did it take 26 years?”
 21 Jun 2022
  Freya MacLachlan, Digital Product Owner, on creativity, frustrations, and masking.
 
 
  Read more
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   Our carers community: compassionate, caring and resilient
 7 Jun 2022
  Listen in as Martin, Natalie and Kofi share their stories of why Aviva Carers is so important, and why the community means so much to them.
 
 
  Read more
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   Our Kofi: “How could you be so… human?”
 6 Jun 2022
  Kofi Eschoe-Wilson, Customer Service Consultant, on competing for his country, turning down Cirque du Soleil, and tackling taboo. 
 
 
  Read more
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   Our Taryn: “They call me a conjuror of the dark arts”
 5 May 2022
  Taryn Siwale, SEO Manager in Aviva Ireland, on how to be found. 
 
 
  Read more
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   Something missing? 
 26 Apr 2022
  How Ria Exworthy found her ‘something missing’ and three satisfyingly green ways you could too. 
 
 
  Read more
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   Our Natasha: “If you try, you will never fail”
 25 Apr 2022
  Natasha Felmingham, Senior Propositions Manager, on the joy of badges and finding missing millions.
 
 
  Read more
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   About us
  Discover Aviva - and how we help our customers make the most of life.
 
 
   Go to About us overview  about About us 
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   Careers
  Discover our people, diversity and follow us on social media.
 
 
   Go to Careers overview  about Careers 
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   Investors
  Investors and shareholders, discover more about our savings, retirement and insurance business.
 
 
   Go to Investors overview  about Investors 
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